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Hirano: Thank you very much for coming to our financial results briefing today. I will now begin the 

financial results briefing for the second quarter for FY 2019. 
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This is the overview of the financial results for the first half of FY 2019. The bar graph shows net 

sales while the line graph shows operating income for the first half. Affected by the macro 

environment and unfavorable exchange rate fluctuations, net sales remained flat with 69.5 billion 

yen and operating profit decreased to 3.8 billion yen.  

As a reference, this slide shows the figures after excluding exchange effect for the first half of FY 

2019. These are hypothetical figures that 1H results are converted using the exchange rate in the 

same period of FY 2018.   

Both revenues and profits decreased in the first quarter, but improved considerably in the second 

quarter. However, sales remained flat and profits decreased in the cumulative first half.  

The table in the lower right shows net sales and operating income by quarter. 
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This table shows consolidated financial results for the first half of FY 2019. Unfortunately, both 

revenue and profits decreased as explained in the previous slide, but we raised interim dividend 

from 12 yen per share for the same period last year to 14 yen per share as planned.  
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As for net sales and operating income by business segment, Smart Infrastructure business posted 

substantial decrease. On the other hand, Eye Care business enjoyed a sharp increase of 54% in 

operating income.  

I will talk about the details by segment later. 
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This is an analysis of changes in operating income for the first half of FY 2019. The difference 

between operating income of 5.3 billion yen for the same period last year and that of 3.8 billion yen 

for the first half of this year is minus 1.5 billion yen. I will break down the difference of minus 1.5 

billion yen into four elements.   

 

First, sales increase and product mix account for positive 0.5 billion yen. Second, cost reduction 

accounts for positive 0.4 billion yen. Third, upfront investments and R&D cost increase in advanced 

technology in Positioning and Eye Care businesses account for fixed costs of minus 1.8 billion yen. 

Upfront investments in Eye Care include business development in China. Last, exchange losses 

was minus 0.6 billion yen.  
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Now, I will talk about net sales and operating income by segment. 
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 Positioning business saw increased revenue but decreased profits despite recovery in the second 

quarter.  

To review the first-half results, IT Construction enjoyed robust sales in the US, Europe, and Japan. 

In IT agriculture, OEM sales remained flat and sluggish sales continued in aftermarket. Recovery in 

aftermarket seems unlikely for now.  

We will continue upfront investments in R&D, allocating as much investment costs as those for last 

year. The results were decreased profits despite increased revenue. 
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Smart Infrastructure business saw decreased revenue and profits despite recovery in the second 

quarter. Still, operating income ratio is the highest among our three business segments.  

To review the first-half results, domestic construction markets and i-Construction enjoyed brisk 

sales. IT agriculture saw sales growth but prolonged sluggish demand in China and South Asian 

markets as we noted in our financial results briefing for the first quarter. 
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As for Eye Care business, upfront investments have pushed down profit margin over the past three 

years. Yet, the business gradually began generating a return on investment.  

The business saw sales growth despite exchange loss and posted operating income of 616 million 

yen, which is comparable profit year-on-year. After excluding exchange effect, the business enjoyed 

a sharp profit rise of 54 per cent in apples-to-apples comparison. 

Screening business saw significant sales growth, becoming a big business. Sales to China are 

expanding as well.  

To expand Eye Care business, we are boosting upfront investments further. With that background, 

we see these solid results as a good sign. 
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Next, I will talk about full year forecast. 
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Now, I will explain revised full year plan based on the first and the second quarter results.  

There are two negative factors. First, as for exchange rates, assumed FX rates at the beginning of 

the FY were 110 yen to the dollar and 125 yen to the euro. We will revise the assumed FX rate to 

120 yen to the euro while that of 110 yen to the dollar is unchanged. Second, our concern persists 

about slowdown in sales due to prolonged trade friction between the US and China. On the other 

hand, there are three positive factors: expanding screening business in Eye Care, improvement of 

management efficiency through reducing SG&A expenses, and investment effects by planned 

release of new products and OEM expansion. Taking into account all these factors, we have 

revised downward our full-year forecast.       

Let’s look at the table below. In our revised plan, change in net sales in Positioning and Smart 

Infrastructure business is minus 2.5 billion yen, respectively, totaling minus 5 billion yen. Net sales 

in Eye Care business remain unchanged. Decrease in elimination of net sales comes to positive 1 

billion yen. Thus, total change comes to minus 4 billion yen. Change in operating income in 

Positioning and Smart Infrastructure business is minus 2 billion yen. We have revised net income to 

6 billion yen from published value of 8 billion yen.  

Our dividend policy of paying a dividend of 28 yen remain unchanged. 
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This table shows full year plan for FY 2019. The forecast figures in the table are almost the same as 

those I mentioned earlier, but we have revised ordinary income forecast from 12.5 billion yen to 

10.5 billion yen.  

We have also revised the forecast of dividend payout ratio from 37% to 49%. 
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This is full year plan by segment. As I mentioned earlier, we have revised down sales forecast for 

Positioning and Smart Infrastructure business by 2.5 billion yen each from published values at the 

beginning of FY 2019. Also, we have revised sales elimination amount from minus 16 billion yen to 

minus 15 billion yen, which comes to positive 1 billion yen. Total amount of revised sales forecast is 

minus 4 billion yen. Revised company-wide sales forecast is 150 billion yen. Note that sales 

forecast of Eye Care business remains unchanged. 

We have revised down operating income forecast for Positioning and Smart Infrastructure business 

by 1 billion yen each: from 8.5 billion yen to 7.5 billion yen for Positioning business; from 6.6 billion 

yen to 5.6 billion yen for Smart Infrastructure. Eye Care business is affected by exchange loss, but 

its operating income forecast remains unchanged at 3.4 billion yen. Total amount of revised 

operating income forecast is minus 2 billion yen. Revised company-wide operating income forecast 

is 12.5 billion yen. 
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Next, I will explain what we will focus on including business environment to achieve our plan by 

segment. I will talk about by segment how we strive to achieve our operating income target which 

we have revised downward. 
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First, I will talk about Positioning business.  

We will launch new products to boost brisk IT construction business.   

Despite unfavorable market condition for IT agriculture, we expect some recovery through rush of 

new product launch.  

Then, I will explain about improvement of management efficiency, and then, establishment of a new 

JV with Bentley Systems Inc. in the US as a special topic. 
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First, as I mentioned earlier, IT construction business is pretty solid despite market uncertainty. Our 

continued upfront investment and R&D investment over the past three years have begun to bear 

fruit. We expect new sales through release of 15 to 20 new products in the next six months. 

Moreover, we expect new OEM products will contribute to our sales in the second half of FY 2019 

as well. 
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Let’s move on to IT agriculture. Amid the market headwinds, we are launching 10 new models in 

this November at Agritechnica, the world’s largest agricultural machinery exhibition held every two 

years in Hanover, Germany. The exhibition is expected to attract about 500,000 visitors. We aim for 

some recovery amid this market headwinds through striving for sales growth in aftermarket and new 

OEM acquisition. 

We have launched an IoT platform business in full swing. We released TAP, or our cloud-based IoT 

solution for agricultural management, at the end of last year. We are developing new customers for 

TAP, and have high hopes for its sales growth even though it is yet to contribute much. 
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Positioning business is under tough market condition. While IT Construction market is generally 

firm, IT agriculture market continues to be sluggish and its immediate recovery is unlikely.  

IT Construction market is relatively strong for now, but uncertainty remains, so we will drastically cut 

down SG&A expenses even though we have promoted upfront investments including R&D 

investment. 

To improve management efficiency, we will further reduce production costs. Refer to the indices in 

the slides for macro environment. In particular, agricultural market is under tough conditions. 
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Next, I would like to talk about establishment of joint venture with Bentley Systems, Inc. in the US. 

Established in 1984, Bentley is a leading software company selling 3D CAD for construction, plant, 

and engineering applications with more than 3,500 employees and annual sales of 700 million 

dollars. We announced the establishment of a joint venture named Digital Construction Works Inc. 

with Bentley on October 21.  

Under current construction workflow called engineering flow, a design department in government 

body or a private company placing an order of construction project designed with CAD. 

Construction is outsourced to a general contractor or a subcontractor, who assumes construction 

flow. However, in reality, CAD data do not flow smoothly. In today’s industries including car and 

machine industries, design and manufacturing are commonly done in a seamless process. But, 

unfortunately, that is not the case with construction sites. 

We have been aggressively promoting IT Construction so that design drawings would smoothly flow 

to construction sites. In reality, however, design drawings created by those contractees such as 

national and local governments, developers, and realty companies do not flow to construction sites. 

Design drawings needs re-handling, which means creating design drawings again for construction 

work. We think this is a bottleneck to the spread of IT Construction. To eliminate this bottleneck, we 

established the joint venture mentioned above.  
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We aim to connect engineering flow by contractees and developers with construction flow by 

general contractors seamlessly. This new workflow is what we call “Constructioneeing”, our coined 

word. We will promote the spread of IT Construction with this new concept. Bentley Systems, Inc. 

specializes in CAD software used by contractees and developers while Topcon has all hardware 

and software used in construction work. Now, Bentley and Topcon joined hands.  

This joint venture offers consulting service to sell each other’s products since neither contractees 

nor contractors know the others’ business field.  

As CAD and CAM software is widely used in car and machine plants, similar smooth workflow is 

needed in the construction industry to promote IT Construction. To introduce new 

“Constructioneeing” workflow, we established the joint venture. 

We don’t expect these moves will contribute to sales in the second half immediately, but we expect 

IT Construction will be used more widely. 
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Now, let’s move on to Smart Infrastructure business. We have revised downward our revenue and 

profit forecasts for Smart Infrastructure business. Our net sales forecast is 36 billion yen, and 

operating income forecast is 5.6 billion yen. I will explain the grounds for such estimates: measures 

to further accelerate brisk domestic sales for i-Construction and strategic move for IT agriculture 

business in Asia. 
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First, the bar graph on the left shows market trends of i-Construction and the number of orders 

placed. Yellow bar graph shows orders placed by the central government, which has been 

increasing every year. Despite a slight decrease in FY 2018, the number of orders in the first half of 

FY 2019 is 1,588, significantly surpassing the pace of increase in FY 2018.  

As for local governments, the number of orders has been growing exponentially. Increased orders 

for public work project by local governments have led to increase in small-scale construction work. 

ICT has been conventionally used for medium- to large-size excavators. Out of 6,500 units of new 

excavators sold by all machine manufacturer, only about 10% uses ICT. On the other hand, 

increased orders for small-scale construction projects means more use of small-size excavators. 

Note that mini-excavators are not included.  

As for the market size of these small-size excavators, out of 18,000 units sold annually, only a few 

use ICT. So we expect this new market will grow big.   

To create demand for automated system for small-size excavators, we will utilize sales channels of 

construction machinery manufacturer as well as our existing sales network. 

Also, to expand sales of retrofit automated excavator systems, we will utilize our training centers at 

four locations in Japan. 
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To accelerate i-Construction sales, we have released innovative new products which enable quick 

acquisition of 3D data and streamlining the process. As i-Construction is intended to boost 

productivity, we need to obtain relevant data more quickly. While conventional process takes much 

time to acquire data, the new process using our new product can shorten the work process 

dramatically, boosting productivity. 

In addition, we use conventional surveying technique in ways quite different from conventional work 

process. We will release all-new 3D point navigator LN-150 that enhances construction productivity 

for       i-Construction. As the graph in the bottom right shows, sales of our best-selling 3D point 

navigator LN-100 had significantly increased every year from FY 2015 to FY 2018. Combined sales 

of LN-100 and its successor LN-150 are expected to increase in FY 2019 as well. We will continue 

to focus our efforts on the sales of these products. 
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I just want to introduce a topic of our strategic move for IT agriculture business in Asia.   

We have concluded a MOU with Thai Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives on demonstration 

experiment in smart agriculture. This photo was taken when we concluded the MOU with the Thai 

Ministry. 

Even though agriculture is a major industry in Thailand, its productivity and quality are lower than 

those in other ASEAN countries. Therefore, we want to help them through utilizing our IT agriculture 

solution to conduct demonstration experiments. If the effectiveness of the demonstration 

experiments is verified, we expect the Thai Ministry will adopt our IT agriculture solution. 
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Last but not least, I will talk about Eye Care business which is performing well.  

I will also touch on what we will put more focus in the second half of the year. We aim for growth 

acceleration in the businesses which performed well in the first half of the year, namely the 

expansion of Screening business, sales expansion in China, and strong sales of 3D OCT in the US 

market.  

This shows how much impact the foreign exchange had on our revenue and profit. We have 

maintained the forecasts announced at the beginning of the year with sales and operating income 

expected to be at 51 billion yen and 3.4 billion yen, both up from 47.7 billion yen and 2.9 billion yen 

respectively in the previous fiscal year. After excluding the exchange effect, sales are expected to 

post a 9% year-on-year increase to 52.2 billion yen, and operating income is projected to come in at 

4.1 billion yen, surging 42% from a year earlier.  

Now, I would like to explain how we would achieve the earnings targets even when the yen is likely 

to remain strong. 
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Here, I am listing some topics regarding Screening business.  

As I have already said, optical chain store Specsavers deployed 350 units of our OCT in almost all 

of their stores in ANZ. We believe this trend will spread throughout the world.  

The US market is very big, and we finally won huge orders there, although we cannot disclose the 

name of the company. The table on the right cited from the industry magazine called “Vision 

Monday” shows top 50 optical retailers in the US. The overall sales combined from the top to 50th 

placed stores amount to US$14.3 billion. The number of stores is over 14,000 in total, and there are 

quite a lot of chain stores in the market. I said at the first-quarter earnings briefing that the contract 

with Vision Source had commenced, but this time, large orders were placed by a different chain 

store. 

At any rate, this proves that the move to target chain stores was successful for Screening business. 

Screening business is an area we are putting more focus on. 
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Next, I would like to talk about sales expansion in China. As I mentioned in the first quarter, sales in 

China are growing exponentially on a year-on-year basis, and we expect a large increase in sales 

for the whole fiscal year.  

Demand for Screening business is rising in China, and I would like to highlight the news where 

Chinese major Internet search engine Baidu has deployed our retinal(fundus) camera NW400. 

Baidu offers their AI automated diagnosis system as part of its ophthalmic screening service in poor 

neighborhoods in China through Red Cross. 
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3D OCT is a key product for our Eye Care business. The world’s largest optical exhibition, Vision 

Expo West, was held in Las Vegas in the US state of Nevada, and the sales of Maestro grew 1.6 

times year on year, renewing sales record. Furthermore, the world’s largest academic conference of 

Ophthalmology was held in San Francisco in the US state of California. There, our Triton’s sales 

increased by 1.3 times from a year earlier, posting a strong sales.  

The graph on the right shows how global sales of 3D OCT are performing. We expect the sales to 

keep growing this fiscal year as well. 
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I will now wrap up the presentation. 
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We expect revenue to increase for the full year but operating income is unfortunately projected to 

decline from 13.6 billion yen to 12.5 billion yen. In the right column are the forecast numbers 

excluding foreign exchange effect, meaning that the numbers are converted by using the last year’s 

foreign exchange rate.  

Therefore, this is an assumption, but even though we revised down our forecast, practically it is an 

increase in revenue and profit. Particularly, we would like to emphasize that Eye Care business is 

projected to book increases in revenue and profit even with the impact of foreign exchange effect.  

Our full-year dividend forecast is set at 28 yen per share compared with 24 yen per share from a 

year ago, and we plan to continue to raise the dividend payout.  

 

This concludes my presentation on the second quarter earnings results and full-year outlook. Thank 

you for your attention. 
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Questions and Answers 

 

<Common questions for the overall company> 

Q: On the analysis of changes in profit, could you give us the full-year outlook for items besides 

fixed costs?  

A: The breakdown of a year-on-year decline of 1.1 billion yen in operating profit is as follows: an 

increase of 2 billion yen in sales (compared with an increase of 4 to 5 billion yen projected at the 

beginning of the year); a rise of 1 billion yen in cost reduction (unchanged from the initial 

projection); a drop of 3 to 3.5 billion yen in fixed cost (compared with an initial forecast of minus 4 to 

5 billion yen); and 1 billion yen exchange loss (no loss/gain was initially expected).  

 

<Positioning Company> 

Q: You have kept sales and profit outlook unchanged for the second half of the fiscal year from a 

year ago although the market environment is getting worse. I understand this is because of the 

effect of the rollout of new products, which was mentioned in the page 17-18, but I would like to 

confirm that again.  

A: We revised down our full-year earnings forecast to reflect the worse-than-expected macro 

environment for IT Agriculture. While concerns remain for IT Agriculture in the second half of the 

fiscal year, IT Construction is performing solidly and i-Construction in the Japanese market is 

growing. The outlook figures reflect those factors.  

 

Q: Regarding the establishment of a joint venture with Bentley Systems, what kind of business 

model do you have in mind? Is it correct to think that it is not simply to make it easier to connect 

Bentley’s CAD and Topcon systems?  

A: It’s not just that. We will offer consulting service as well as solutions to the issue where designing 

department and construction department do not understand each other. For instance, Keyence is a 

good example of providing solutions with a bird’s eye view to improve productivity at the factory site. 

 

<Eye Care Business> 

Q: Regarding the number of annual OCT sales, I understand about 3,000 units were sold in the last 

fiscal year. As for this fiscal year, is it correct to assume that the sales would increase by 20 to 

30%?  

A: I think you can assume that.  
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Q: You have talked about large orders of OCT placed by a US optical chain store, but is it correct to 

understand that this would contribute to the sales in the second half of the year?  Can I also 

assume that there are more than 10,000 stores in the US, which could be identified as potential 

markets?  

A: You are correct to say the large orders are not included in the sales for the first half and will be 

reflected on the second-half earnings and afterwards. As for future prospects, we do not expect all 

the stores to deploy our products, but if we assume 10% of them would decide to do so, that would 

be big number of stores. Given the example of Specsavers where almost all 380 stores in Australia 

deployed Maestro, I believe our strategy has been right and proven.  

 

Q: Do you think software will be included in large-lot business deals?  

A: We believe so. The US software company, which continues to make upfront investments, makes 

software which has a function to aggregate data. The product like this should serve a key role in 

negotiating with big chain stores.  

 

Q: Retinal camera NW400 was deployed by China’s Baidu. Is the service for NW400 only available 

in poor areas? Do you expect NW 400 sales to expand further going forward?  

A: The service at the moment is limited to poor areas. In the future, we expect not only sales of 

fundus camera NW400 but also OCT sales to grow.  

 

Q: Despite the impact of the downward revision of 5 yen to the euro in assumed exchange rate, you 

maintained your full-year outlook for Eye Care business. Is it correct to say this is because the 

large-lot orders for the Screening business would make contribution in the latter half of the fiscal 

year?  

A: That is correct. But it is not yet clear whether we can continue to win large-lot orders going 

forward.  

 

*i-Construction is a trademark registered with National Institution for Land and Infrastructure 

Management, MLIT, JAPAN. 

 

[END] 


